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	Construction Waterproofing Handbook, 9780071489737 (0071489738), McGraw-Hill, 2008
The Latest Waterproofing Techniques and Technology
Fully updated to include new techniques for mold remediation, Construction Waterproofing Handbook simplifies the critical task of keeping a building's envelope watertight. It begins with a tutorial on basic waterproofing concepts and materials, then moves on to the particulars of designing and installing systems in commercial, industrial, and residential structures.     

Written by a renowned expert and popular author on the subject, this comprehensive guide provides key information on such matters as quality assurance, admixtures, expansion joints, testing, and safety. Because of recent natural disasters, clients are more concerned with waterproofing than ever. Construction Waterproofing Handbook provides everything you'll need to complete the most demanding projects with confidence and within budget.       

Packed with hundreds of illustrations, Construction Waterproofing Handbook includes:

	Innovative mold remediation techniques  
	New information about residential waterproofing  
	Illustrations of installation procedures   
	Detailed plans and specifications  
	SI units


Inside:

  • Waterproofing Principles • Below-Grade Waterproofing • Above-Grade Waterproofing • Residential Waterproofing • Sealants • Expansion Joints • Admixtures • Remedial Waterproofing • Mold • The Building Envelope • Life Cycles • Envelope Testing • Leak Investigation and Detection • Safety • Guide Specifications • Resources     

       About the Author

Michael T. Kubal served as Chief Operating Officer  of A. J. Jones Construction Company, one of the largest construction  companies in the U.S. He has also authored Waterproofing the Building  Envelope (0-07-035859-1) and Engineered Quality in Construction (0-07-  035943-1), both published by McGraw-Hill.
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Software Requirements Using the Unified ProcessPrentice Hall, 2002
This book presents a systematic, easy-to-apply methodology for creating effective requirements. The authors present practical solutions for the full requirements lifecycle: gathering, analysis, specification, verification, and maintenance. 

Working in the context of the Unified Process, they cover process...


		

BEA Weblogic(R) Server BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
WebLogic Server is an industrial−strength application server developed and marketed by BEA Systems, Inc.
of San Jose, California. WebLogic is a pure−Java implementation of the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition,
more commonly known as J2EE. J2EE represents Sun’s serious effort to make Java a powerful platform for...

		

Food Packaging Technology (Sheffield Packaging Technology)Blackwell Publishing Limited, 2003
This is a very useful book addressing a wide range of scientists (professors, researchers, technologists and manufacturers of packaging machinery) involved in the field of packaging. … This book will prove a necessary and potent companion … for [those] in the field … .
 - Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture,...




	

Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They AreQue, 2010

	I believe that mobile marketing is the marketing of the future. My name is Cindy Krum, and I am the author of Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They Are. This book is intended to be a comprehensive guide for marketers and anyone who wants a clearer understanding of how they can integrate mobile marketing with their...


		

Pro Apache Beehive (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2005
If you want exposure to the new open source lightweight SOA-driven Apache Beehive framework project, then pick up Pro Apache Beehive, the first book on this MVC Web framework, which is increasingly gaining interest in the Eclipse community through Eclipse Pollinate. Author Kunal Mittal addresses specific Beehive topics such as page...


		

The Chief: The Life and Turbulent Times of Chief Justice John RobertsBasic Books, 2019

	
		An incisive biography of the Supreme Court's enigmatic Chief Justice, taking us inside the momentous legal decisions of his tenure so far

	


	
		John Roberts was named to the Supreme Court in 2005 claiming he would act as a neutral umpire in deciding cases. His critics argue he has been anything but,...
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